Wings Of Ice A Reverse Harem Paranormal
Romance Protected By Dragons 1
Getting the books Wings Of Ice A Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance Protected By
Dragons 1 now is not type of challenging means. You could not deserted going gone books growth
or library or borrowing from your links to read them. This is an definitely easy means to specifically
get lead by on-line. This online pronouncement Wings Of Ice A Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance
Protected By Dragons 1 can be one of the options to accompany you taking into account having extra
time.
It will not waste your time. believe me, the e-book will unquestionably tune you new thing to read.
Just invest little mature to right to use this on-line declaration Wings Of Ice A Reverse Harem
Paranormal Romance Protected By Dragons 1 as competently as review them wherever you are
now.

Bloodwood Academy - Rebecca Ethington
2021-08-20
It all started when I was doing some bare-back
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riding with my boyfriend, Tommy, atop a rock in
Middle-of-Nowhere, Nevada. In walked this wolf
like he's my mom on a meth trip, staring at us
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and growling like he's an over-protective
husband. Worse, according to Tommy, I'm
growling back. Next thing I know, Tommy is
halfway across the desert and I'm at an elite
academy for Witches, Shifters, Vampires, and
Fae looking like I was plucked out of the local
trailer park. Oh wait, I was. Bloodwood Academy
for the Supernatural has only one rule: Don't
mingle with students outside your race. So, of
course, that just so happens to be the first thing
I do. How can you say no to a Fae God with
golden eyes, a moody Werewolf with pack
issues, and a Vampire with magic fingers. My
men are not only sending everything into a
whirlwind, but now my life is in danger. It turns
out that if I don't go back to my single wide,
some jealous females are going to rip my throat
out. I need to figure out why I'm connected to all
of my mates, and why the headmaster has it out
for me, before I find myself ten feet under.
Wings of Fate - G. Bailey 2018-08-22
Two worlds and only one light left to save them
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

both...With one of her dragon guards left in
Dragca, and Isola trapped on Earth, everything
is spinning out of control.Isola fights to
overcome her memories of Earth, as she
discovers more hidden secrets than she could
have ever imagined.Curses have been broken,
but so have minds and hearts as the war for
Dragca continues...18+ RH
Flames of Fear - A C Pontone 2020-06-17
My world is changing so fast it's making my
head spin. A few months ago I was just an
ordinary seventeen-year-old trying to keep up
with school, two jobs, and taking care of my
ailing dad. Or so I thought. That was before the
four hot Drakon brothers came into my life and
turned it upside down, upsetting all my previous
assumptions about my life, where I came from,
and even who I am. Now everything is different.
No longer am I just Emma Jones, I'm heir to the
throne of Faery, a world in crisis that only I can
save. Plus, I finally have a boyfriend. Well,
actually, FOUR boyfriends. Oh, and did I
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mention, they're dragons? And that's just for
starters! Flames of Fear is the second book in
The Lost Fae, a paranormal reverse harem
series intended for audiences eighteen and over.
Wings of Fire - Stephanie Mirro 2020-09
I wasn't always the bad guy... Once upon a time,
I was simply Veronica Neill: daughter, sister,
phoenix. But now I'm all alone, and life as the
Falcon-an avian shifter and acquirer of
fantastical things-is dangerously sexy and fun.
Some might even call me a thief, just never to
my face. But when my latest acquisition is stolen
before I arrive and a gruesome murder is
blamed on me, I've got a choice to make: 1) get
taken in by the hotter-than-hell agent sent by the
Death Enforcement Agency and let them charge
me with a crime I didn't commit, or 2) wait for
my bloodsucking client to realize I've failed at
the job he hired me for. I don't like either door,
so I'll take the window instead: track down the
real killer and clear my name. If I don't solve this
murder, and fast, then I might just be facing a
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

lifetime in a grim prison-or worse, a lifetime of
servitude to the man who hired me, a man who's
turning out to be more dangerous than I
realized. And my kind lives for a very long time.
If you loved Nalini Singh's Guild Hunters, Ilona
Andrews's Hidden Legacy, or Seanan McGuire's
InCryptid series then you will devour The Last
Phoenix series. WINGS OF FIRE is the 1st book
of 7 in The Last Phoenix series, a kickass urban
fantasy containing fast-paced action, snarky
humor, sexy grim reapers, horrific vampires, a
hearty dose of swearing, and a healthy splash of
slow-burn romance.
Paranormal Academy Book 1 - Jayme Morse
2019-08-22
Welcome to Paranormal Academy, a boarding
school for the world's most elite witches, fairies,
vampires, shifters, and other paranormal
beings.At the Academy, there are five rules
everyone should follow:1. Don't go out after
curfew.2. Stay away from the Vixen, the school's
secret sorority.3. Never go into the Enchanted
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Forest alone.4. Professors are completely offlimits.5. Don't get involved with dark magic
users.Well, rules are meant to be broken.Juliana
Montgomery quickly finds herself breaking every
rule in the book, but that's the least of her
worries.She never expected to receive an
invitation to Paranormal Academy because she's
pretty sure there's nothing magical about her.
But it turns out she's wrong. No one knows what
her paranormal race is, but Juliana comes from a
paranormal bloodline so powerful that everyone
at the Academy is talking about her.The
Academy is also filled with gorgeous guys.
There's Brett Summers, whose girlfriend is
convinced Juliana wants him. (And, okay, maybe
she's right). Then there's Kaden, the guy who
makes Juliana's heart beat faster, even though
he's carrying a deep, dark secret that she's
dying to find out. And last, but certainly not
least, there's her Elemental Magic professor,
Avery Tate. Sparks--literally--fly between
them.Then there are the murders that have been
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

taking place on campus, which seem to be more
frequent since Juliana's arrival. Is it a
coincidence or is she somehow linked to these
deaths?Juliana's anxious to learn the truth about
what she is. Someone else already knows.
Someone who's planning to use it against her.
Someone who's a lot closer than she thinks.
Seraphim Academy 1 - Elizabeth Briggs
2019-12-22
They think I'm half angel and half human. They
think I have no magic. They think because I
grew up in the human world I'm clueless about
what to expect at Seraphim Academy. They're
wrong. I'm not half human, I'm half demon - and
this little succubus has come to play. My brother
vanished from Seraphim Academy without a
trace, and I'll do whatever it takes to find him,
including infiltrating the school myself. Even if it
means going up against my brother's best
friends, who know something about his
disappearance and aren't talking. They may be
angel royalty, but if they think they can
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intimidate me into leaving the school, they're
wrong. There's also the problem of the delicious
professor who knows my secret. He's hiding
something too, and I'm going to find out what it
is. But I'll have to be careful, because if anyone
finds out I'm part demon? I won't just get kicked
out of Seraphim Academy - I'll be dead.
*Seraphim Academy is a college-age reverse
harem romance with all characters 21+ and
plenty of heat!*
Runes of Royalty - G Bailey 2019-02-03
Protector. Angel. Assassin...and now Queen. Evie
is now queen of the protectors, and rumoured
queen of the demons aswell, but dealing with the
black magic she can't control is far more
dangerous than either of those titles.The
protectors have fallen, demons along with them,
and earth is not far behind.Can Nix, Trex,
Connor and Azi help Evie survive a power no one
understands? Or knows how to stop...With
random portals opening everywhere on earth, a
war to be won and Cex tracking her every move,
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

can the assassin-now queen- win the
war?Demons will rule.18] RH
Run & Hide - Beatrix Hollow 2021-09-07
Monsters--shadows, gills, wings, and more. The
things I fear crave me... and they've been here
the whole time. Hiding, waiting, and wanting.
Lurking, sneaking, and watching. Traveling the
country camping was supposed to be an escape
from the strange and unusual that clings to my
family. My family's calling to fame terrifies me.
The ghosts, the hauntings, the supernatural--I
want nothing to do with it. Too bad it wants
everything to do with me. Where did the trip
first go wrong? Maybe when an old friend with
dark secrets insisted on coming--a rising rock
star whose fame is now putting me in the
limelight. Then there is the West Virginia local
legend. A monster myth of cryptid fame. A
campfire story. But there are those that believe-that are willing to do whatever it takes to
capture the monster in the mountains. Maybe
even use humans as bait. Maybe even use me.
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Author Note: This is a monster romance with
multiple love interests the female lead will not
choose between. There are mature themes
including spice, significant violence, language,
and etc. This is book one of a series and will be
slow build, meaning not all love interests are
introduced in book one.
Crescent Wolves - Regan Rosewood 2020-11-05
Secret societies. Magical boarding schools.
Supernatural beings...What could go wrong? I'm
Millie Brix and apparently, I'm a supernatural
shifter. Funny eighteenth birthday present,
right?Chosen for Supernatural Shifter Academy,
I have to learn which shifter clan I belong to and
how to use my powers that are slowly growing
out of control. Supernatural Shifter Academy
only has five hundred places and if I'm not
strong enough to survive, I won't get to walk
away.The Sirens lure you in, the Wolves bite first
and ask questions later, the Dragons only care
for themselves, the Vampires plan to own the
world and the Witches will do whatever it takes
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

to win. I'm not going to let the academy or its
students beat me, that's for sure. With a prince
of the Vampires seducing me, a secretive Siren
dead set on making me his, a gorgeous Wolf
shifter who wants to claim my heart and an
alpha Dragon who sees me as a prize he wants
to keep... the academy is far more dangerous
than it looks.In this academy, secrets are the
only thing you can trade with and I'm right in
the middle of the biggest secret the academy
has. And when the truth comes out...the
academy will fall. 17+ Reverse Harem Romance
which means the main character will have more
than one love interest. This is book one of a fivebook series and will be rapidly released.
Best Fairy Tales - Hans Christian Andersen
2016-10-11
Hans Christian Andersen was the profoundly
imaginative writer and storyteller who
revolutionized literature for children. He gave us
the now standard versions of some traditional
fairy tales - with an anarchic twist - but many of
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his most famous tales sprang directly from his
imagination. The thirty stories here range from
exuberant early works such as 'The Tinderbox'
and 'The Emperor's New Clothes' through
poignant masterpieces such as 'The Little
Mermaid', 'The Little Match Girl' and 'The Ugly
Duckling', to more subversive later tales such as
'The Ice Maiden' and 'The Dryad'. Uniquely
inventive and vivacious in style and with deep
insight into children's points of view, Andersen
established a new genre in literature. This is the
classic translation by Jean Hersholt and is
illustrated by various artists, with an afterword
by Ned Halley. Designed to appeal to the
booklover, Macmillan Collector's Library is a
series of beautifully bound hardback gift editions
of much loved classic titles. Bound in real cloth,
printed on high quality paper, and featuring
ribbon markers and gilt edges, Macmillan
Collector's Library are books to love and
treasure.
Son of Krampus - Ellen Mint 2020-12-04
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

He only comes when you're naughty. As the
daughter of Saint Nicholas, Nadire's life is
Christmas 24/7. She's never had time to fit
anyone in her life, or a reason to look twice at
mortals. That's all upended when she meets a
tall, dark-haired stranger who sends her heart
racing. Unbeknownst to her, there's a secret
Emeric Hellswarth is hiding and that one night
stand will come to haunt her every thought. How
can she plan Christmas when her heart keeps
bouncing between both hating and begging for
the Son of the Krampus? Son of Krampus is a
story of family, of the stress heaped upon those
fighting to keep it together, of the fear of
venturing out to form your own. It's a sexy
enemies-to-lovers as Nadire and Emeric come to
realize they share more in common than anyone
else could understand.
Flames of Truth - A C Pontone 2020-06-17
An ordinary girl. Four dragons tied to her by an
ancient destiny. And a world to save. I thought a
lot about death. My death. I got used to the idea
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of dying. I always imagined it'd be peaceful, with
slow-motion scenes and a nice background
melody... like in a movie. But I was wrong. I was
lost in the eerie quiet. It was cold and dark. My
hair floated lightly in the air. No, not in the air,
but in the water. Water surrounded me from
every side. Frozen water that seemed to burn in
my lungs. I was drowning and couldn't breathe. I
tried to swim. Desperately, I kicked my legs and
waved my hands, but I wasn't able to reach the
surface. I felt all my energies slowly leave me. It
was too dark, and I was tired, but I didn't want
to give up. I didn't want to die. I tried to push
harder with my feet, hoping to feel something
solid underneath me, but there was nothing but
the fluctuating light and darkness. It swallowed
me and I didn't know what to do. I had always
been afraid of two things in my life, water and
darkness, so I wondered how the hell I had
ended up here. My head was spinning due to the
lack of oxygen. I kept fighting, but every cell in
my body screamed to let it go. I had to breathe,
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

so I opened my mouth and inhaled strongly.
Water came into my lungs, but it had stopped
hurting. I no longer felt anything when my body
became numb and the darkness devoured me.
And then I woke up with a start. My name is
Emma and I'm just trying to get by. Between
keeping up with my studies, working two jobs,
and caring for my ailing father, it's all I can do to
make it through a day. It'd be a lot easier if the
Drakons hadn't come into my life and turned it
upside down. Sometimes I think their mission is
to make me miserable. And yet, no matter what
they do, I can't shake the feeling there's
something different about them. The Drakon
brothers are unlike anyone I've ever known, and
I'm about to find out why. Flames of Truth is the
first book in The Lost Fae series, a paranormal
reverse harem series intended for audiences
eighteen and over. Oh, did I mention it features
hot dragon shifters?
Hungry for Her Wolves - Tara West 2018-07-30
**She's desperate to sate her hunger. They're
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determined to possess her. Is she willing to give
up her freedom for a taste of passion?**Amara
was content to live as a lone wolf, the only one of
her kind-or so she'd thought. Her world was
flipped on its head when a strange man with a
familiar scent showed up at her work,
demanding a private meeting. Desperate to find
the mate Luc had scented from four hundred
miles away, he was shocked to find her living as
a lone wolf. Amaroki women were to be
cherished and protected. What had happened to
her family? More importantly, how was he going
to convince her to return to the reservation with
him? And how would his possessive brothers
react when they found him with Amara? Amara
couldn't deny her attraction to the wolf-shifter
named Luc, but she wasn't about to give up her
career to mate with him and his three brothers,
no matter how hot and bothered he made her.
When his brothers arrived-tall, tanned, and
virile-she could no longer deny her savage
hunger for these shifters. But how could she
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

satisfy her desire and still maintain her
independence with four overbearing wolves
around? And how would she bond and adapt to
their lifestyle when she couldn't shake her dark
memories? More importantly, how would her
mates react when they learned of her past?
Would they reject her, or would they risk their
lives to seek vengeance on those who've
dishonored her?
Fern's Decision - Bea Paige 2019-09-17
Death is a lonely place, silent, or so everyone
thinks...Fern is no stranger to death, or the
singing that accompanies it. She has always
known when a person is about to die, for the
singing foretells it. Her mother passed it off as
an oddity never to be discussed, so she learned
to tune out the voices until they disappeared for
good. Or so she thought. Then one day, as she
fights to bring back a dying baby in the hospital
where she works, Fern hears the familiar melody
once more. Except this time the voice belongs to
a man with ice-blue eyes and black angel wings.
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As the baby takes its final breath, the angel
sings his last note. For this isn't an angel who
gives life, it is one that takes it. One year has
passed since that encounter, and just when Fern
is beginning to believe it had all been an illusion,
the angel returns, and this time he's not alone.
For now there are three Angels of Death and
Fern appears to be their next victim.Fern's
Decision is the first book of Fern's trilogy and
continues the Sisters of Hex story. Although this
is the start of a standalone trilogy, to get a full
picture of the overarching storyline you might
wish to read Accacia's trilogy first.***TRIGGER
WARNING - This book contains content that
some may find triggering***Other books in the
Sister of Hex series: Accacia's books#1
Accacia's Curse#2 Accacia's Blood#3 Accacia's
Bite
Wings of Magic: An Urban Fantasy Romance
- Stephanie Mirro 2020-12-02
Following a maniacal fae mage through a portal
to who-the-hell-knows-where may not have been
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

the smartest idea. I'm a go-with-the-flow kind of
gal, so I make the most of it. Until that werewolf
bite on my leg has other ideas. When I finally
wake from my fever dreams, I find out I'm not in
Miami anymore. In fact, I'm not in the human
world at all. Holy shit. The people who've taken
me underwing are part of a rebellion against the
realm's false queen, a woman who drove out and
most likely murdered the entire royal family. I'm
pretty impartial to all the politics, but the leader
of the rebellion is giving Thane a run for his
money on the hotness scale. And unlike the grim
reaper, who I'm so unfortunately attracted to on
a cosmic level, this new guy is very much alive.
None of that will matter if I don't help rescue my
new friend Ivan from the mages' clutches.
Failing to do so means I may be stuck here...
Forever. If you loved Nalini Singh's Guild
Hunters, Ilona Andrews's Hidden Legacy, or
Seanan McGuire's InCryptid series, then you will
devour The Last Phoenix series. WINGS OF
MAGIC is the 4th book of 7 in The Last Phoenix
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series, a kickass urban fantasy containing fastpaced action, snarky humor, portal travel, a
variety of shifters, a hearty dose of swearing,
and a healthy splash of romance.
Marked by Pain - G. Bailey 2018-02-03
Twelve marks, twelve powers, and the deadly
risk that the twelfth mark brings... is having all
that power worth it? What if the price is
destroying the world? Kenzie's twelve marks
have caused her nothing but trouble since she
was blessed with them. From getting her treated
differently at school, to getting her kidnapped by
rebels, her marks have caused chaos in her life.
When a familiar face shows up in the warehouse
she is being kept in, Kenzie doesn't know who to
trust, or what to believe anymore. With time
running out to escape, and the threat of the
rebel's plans looming over her, can Kenzie
overcome these challenges? Love and
destruction comes at great price. A price that is
marked by pain.
Saved by Pirates - G. Bailey 2018-08-22
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

The sea is lost, pirates are death. Cassandra
should have been killed at birth, like all the
other children who have powers like her. The
changed ones. The ones who started the war,
lost the seas, and killed millions with their gifts.
Lucky for Cassandra, her father is on the
council. One of the seven rulers of her large
town and has kept her hidden her entire life.
When she is seen for the first time, she has no
choice but to run, and the only place she can go
is to the sea. To the pirates and a certain death.
At least, that is what she thinks. When she meets
six handsome pirates and they take her on board
their ship, she learns about a whole new world.
If only she can protect her heart when they all
desire to own it.
Wings of Fire - G. Bailey 2018-03-11
Four lost dragon guards. Three choices. Two
betrayals and one secret...Dumped on earth with
three dragon's guards, who have no idea who
Isola is, isn't what anyone had planned. With the
biggest betrayal still haunting her heart, it's
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hard for Isola to remember what she has to do
and that she has to return to Dragca. Only
making her dragons remember her, isn't as easy
as she hoped. The three guards, who she knows
it's forbidden to love, are doing everything to
make sure they win her heart... So, what could
go wrong?With dreams of her betrayer literally
haunting her, and the dangers of earth becoming
a problem no one can protect her from,
everything seems lost when it's dangerous to
be.The curse must fall, like fire for ice, betrayal
and death must be the price...18+ reverse
harem with possible triggers.
Born of Embers - Quinn Arthurs 2018-01-31
I always knew I was different. I'd thought it had
to be hidden - to stay a secret. I didn't know my
secret would become the key to my survival.
Turning eighteen and getting accepted into
college brings me everything I need to escape
from the nightmares of my past but I never could
have imagined my nightmares - and dreams were just beginning. Finding myself thrown into
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

a world of fantasy, politics, friendships, and
rules that are nearly impossible to understand, I
feel like I'm drowning in a world of shifters I
never knew existed. As I struggle to find my
place and prevent my nightmares from tearing
me apart, I find myself surrounded by an
unusual group of sexy men. With Hiro, Killian,
Theo, Damien, and Ryder I'm trying to become
the woman I've always wanted to be, if my past,
and my future, will let me.*Warning this book
contains scenes and references of abuse that
some readers may find triggering. This book also
contains some m/m themes.*
Claimed by Gods - Eva Chase 2019-09-06
The gods walk among us. And they just might
steal your soul... or your heart. I thought I'd
survived everything life could throw at me. All I
wanted was to keep my distance from the
criminals I work for and get my little brother out
of the hell that is our mother's house. Then I
died and woke up to four stunningly hot gods
telling me I'm now a valkyrie. Sly, sharp Loki.
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Jovial but ferocious Thor. Dreamily
compassionate Baldur. Grim and secretive Hod.
They all have something to teach me. And
around them, my walls start to crack. But the
gods didn't summon me just for kicks. Their king
is missing, and they need me to find him. The
first three valkyries they sent on the job never
made it back. More power is awakening in me
than I could ever have imagined--and the gods'
enemies are more devious than even they knew.
It's going to take every trick in the book for me
to save myself, my brother, and these divine men
who're getting under my skin in the most
alluring way. I'm Aria Watson, and Valhalla ain't
seen nothing yet.
Shadow Thief - Eva Chase 2020-07-22
One sassy pyromaniac thief, three sexy-as-sin
monsters, and a paranormal conspiracy of epic
proportions. It was an ordinary job. Another
night, another asshole collector of the
supernatural. I free some poor little beasties
from their cages, pocket a few trinkets to pay my
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

bills, and burn the place down on my way out.
Just call me the Robin Hood of monster
emancipation. I didn't count on three manly
monsters following me home like lost puppies.
Stunningly hot lost puppies, but still. Now I've
got a seductively cheeky incubus, a sweetly
enthusiastic demon, and a grimly stoic angel
camped out in my kitchen. They're determined
to repay me for my help, and they won't get out
of my apartment until they're satisfied we're
even. To be fair, they've got no place else to go.
A covert band of hunters captured their boss,
and the trail is ice-cold. I'll lend a hand if it
means I can send them packing... and when it
looks like we're up against the same creeps who
murdered the person I loved most, you'd better
believe I'm all in. Track down the baddies. Steal
back the boss. Don't get killed along the way.
Oh, and maybe hook up with a monstrous hottie
or two. Piece of cake. I'm so going to regret this.
*Shadow Thief is the first book in a new urban
fantasy series from bestselling author Eva
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Chase. If you love kickass heroines with sass to
spare, drool-worthy monsters who have their
own sense of morality, and steamy romances
where there'll be no choosing required, dive in
now!*
The Dare - Elle Kennedy 2020-06-16
Get ready for another binge-worthy romance
from New York Times bestselling author Elle
Kennedy! College was supposed to be my chance
to get over my ugly-duckling complex and spread
my wings. Instead, I wound up in a sorority full
of mean girls. I already have a hard time fitting
in, so when my Kappa Chi sisters issue the
challenge, I can’t say no. The dare: seduce the
hottest new hockey player in the junior class.
Conor Edwards is a regular at Greek Row
parties…and in Greek Row sorority beds. He’s
the one you fall for before you learn that guys
like him don’t give girls like me a second glance.
Except Mr. Popular throws me for a loop—rather
than laughing in my face, he does me a solid by
letting me take him upstairs to pretend we’re
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

getting busy. Even crazier, now he wants to keep
pretending. Turns out Conor loves games, and
he thinks it’s fun to pull the wool over my
frenemies’ eyes. But resisting his easy charm
and surfer-boy hotness is darn near impossible.
Though I’m realizing there’s much more to
Conor’s story than his fan club can see. And the
longer this silly ruse goes on, the greater the
danger of it all blowing up in my face.
Winter's Guardian - G. Bailey 2017-08-18
When Winter started university with her best
friend Alex, she didn't expect to find herself in
the middle of a supernatural war. Who knew
saving a stray wolf could earn you the alliance of
the pack. To make things more complicated, the
broody and very attractive Jaxson is tasked with
keeping her safe from the growing vampire
threat in town. It's a shame he can't stand her
and enjoys irritating the hell out of her.When
she finds out her new boyfriend has his own
secrets, can she trust anyone anymore?What
happens when you get yourself stuck in the
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middle of a war?This is a reverse harem book
series.17+ readers only.
The Dragon's Wing - Tate James 2017-11
I should have known my quest for vengeance
would eventually be my downfall. I should have
been more careful, more paranoid--but I'm glad I
wasn't. Who knew that getting caught for my
crimes would lead to so much happiness? But joy
can be fleeting... It turns out, this battle is only
just beginning. With ultimate power on the line,
my faceless enemies will stop at nothing to
capture me, dead or alive. I need to master my
abilities, fast, or this could be the end for
someone I care far too deeply about. I'm Kit
Davenport and this is going to be a bumpy flight.
Warning: This is a reverse harem story with sex,
violence and swearing.
Wings of Dragca - G. Bailey 2018-11-12
Death or the throne? Queen or survivor? Isola
and her dragon guards are shaken after the
events that forced them into hiding in Dragca
Academy.With the queen of the supernaturals on
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

earth offering Isola, and what is left of her
people, a permanent home...will Isola leave
Dragca to save the dragon she loves?Or will the
last dragon Ice queen rise...and kill her enemy,
even if means losing her heart? Death has
always been a curse on Dragca, and someone
has to pay the price of fate...The final book in the
internationally bestselling Protected by Dragons
series.18+ RH.
Fever Fae - Meg Xuemei X 2020-05-26
Yes, to the hottest, baddest Fae Kings. No, to
being their bitch.When my parents mysteriously
disappear, leaving me to raise my six crazy,
younger siblings, my dreams for college are
dashed. It gets worse when someone sends a
slew of monster assassins after me. Their
untimely arrival is followed by three
devastatingly hot Fae assholes who stalk me.
Baron, the pompous and dominating Summer
King, thinks I'm a dark Fae and wants my head.
Then he changes his mind and declares me his
fated mate. Hells-a-no. Especially now that he
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wants me to prove my worth. Really? Then
there's Rowan, the possessive and cruel Winter
King, who offers to protect me from the
assassins, but only if I accept his obnoxious
courtship requests. And finally, there's Night
King Rydstrom, a dangerous and mysterious Fae
with an ass that doesn't quit, who thinks he has
every right to play me like a fiddle. Too bad for
them, I'm not the docile type they're used to
commanding. I might want to screw them, but I
have no intention of joining the trail of broken
hearts and bodies in their wake.For I hold a
deep, dark secret. Their arrival has woken in me
the very forbidden magic they've been hunting,
and I, Evelina Greene, am going to have a
wicked good time teaching these Alpha Fae a
lesson.Fever Fae is a full-length Reverse Harem
fantasy romance perfect for fans of Ilona
Andrews, Sarah J Maas, Laura Thalassa, C.N.
Crawford, K. F. Breene, Annette Marie, Karen
Marie Morning, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, Linsey
Hall, and Amelia Hutchins.
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The King Brothers - G Bailey 2019-11-14
When you start living with your four
overprotective brothers for the first time, the
smart thing is to avoid their extremely hot best
friend, and not kiss him. Right? Izzy King knows
dating former playboy, Blake Frost, behind her
family's back isn't the greatest idea. When the
attraction becomes too great to avoid, keeping
their relationship a secret is the only way they
can be together.But, Izzy isn't the only one
keeping secrets. The King brothers are full of
them. Can Blake and her brothers keep her safe
from the past that haunts them all?These kings
could destroy her, but she isn't able to walk
away...Danger, lust, and King brothers never mix
well. Follow the King Brothers with this
complete series-Book one- SecretBook TwoChance Book Three- PastBook Four- FallBook
Five- Revenge Bonus scene at the end.18+ due
to violence, sexual scenes, and language.
Winter's War - G. Bailey 2017-11-30
The blue-sided human will choose a side.When
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four princes are born, on the same day, they will
rule true.Her saviour will die when the choice is
made.If she chooses wrong, she will fall.If she
chooses right, then she will rule. Only her mates
can stop her from the destruction of all.If the
fates allow, no one need fall.For only the true
kings hold her fate and they will be her
mates.The prophecy is true, the war is here and
her saviour will die.Follow Winter and her mates
in the final installment in Her Guardians
Series.18+
Winter's Kiss - G. Bailey 2017-09-07
Winter's life has been turned upside down since
finding out that all the fairy tales exist and she
doesn't know who to turn to. When love and old
prophecy's control your life, who can you
trust?When everything is against her, can the
men who love her keep her alive?The rules are
changing and Winter needs to fight to protect
what is hers and avoid the destruction of
everyone she has come to love.What happens
when you want to stop a prophecy before it's too
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

late?18+ due to violence, sexual scenes and
language*This is a Reverse Harem Series*Book
two of Four.
Trying to Live with the Dead - B. L.
Brunnemer 2017-05-09
Hi, I'm Alexis Delaney. I'm your average 17-yearold girl. Except I can see the dead. And talk to
the dead. And push them away and, well, help
them move on. So..okay, I'm not your average
17-year-old girl. For years I've been struggling
to survive the souls still roaming around. The
shitheads always seem to find me. Moving from
town to town every few months never helped
either. More dead just always find me. But
things are changing for me now. I'm moving in
with my uncle Rory and cousin Tara. I'm finally
going to be able to do normal teenage stuff I've
been missing out on. Right? Well, if this one
bitch of a ghost could leave me alone on campus
that would be great. Especially since I haven't
told my new friends about my abilities. Can you
believe this? Five good looking guys practically
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adopt me on my first day of school, and I still
think they're a bit nuts for it. Now if I can only
just keep my life with the dead from mixing with
my normal life, everything would be great.
Yeah...I don't see that happening either. But I'm
going to give it a shot. Who knows? It might
work.
The Left Hand of Darkness - Ursula K. Le Guin
2016-10-25
A deluxe hardcover edition of the queen of
science fiction’s trailblazing novel about a planet
full of genderless beings—part of Penguin
Galaxy, a collectible series of six sci-fi/fantasy
classics, featuring a series introduction by Neil
Gaiman Winner of the AIGA + Design Observer
50 Books | 50 Covers competition A
groundbreaking work of science fiction, The Left
Hand of Darkness tells the story of a lone human
emissary’s mission to Winter, an unknown alien
world whose inhabitants can choose—and
change—their gender. His goal is to facilitate
Winter’s inclusion in a growing intergalactic
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

civilization. But to do so he must bridge the gulf
between his own views and those of the
completely dissimilar culture that he encounters.
Exploring questions of psychology, society, and
human emotion in an alien world, The Left Hand
of Darkness stands as a landmark achievement
in the annals of science fiction. Penguin Galaxy
Six of our greatest masterworks of science
fiction and fantasy, in dazzling collector-worthy
hardcover editions, and featuring a series
introduction by #1 New York Times bestselling
author Neil Gaiman, Penguin Galaxy represents
a constellation of achievement in visionary
fiction, lighting the way toward our knowledge
of the universe, and of ourselves. From historical
legends to mythic futures, monuments of worldbuilding to mind-bending dystopias, these
touchstones of human invention and storytelling
ingenuity have transported millions of readers to
distant realms, and will continue for generations
to chart the frontiers of the imagination. The
Once and Future King by T. H. White Stranger in
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a Strange Land by Robert A. Heinlein Dune by
Frank Herbert 2001: A Space Odyssey by Arthur
C. Clarke The Left Hand of Darkness by Ursula
K. Le Guin Neuromancer by William Gibson For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works throughout history
and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust
the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
Dances with Raptors - Poppy Woods 2019-08-27
65 Million years ago, Dinosaurs walked the
Earth . . .People think that a meteor or some
super volcano wiped them all out, or that aliens
saved them like a holy arc coming from the sky.
Some think that they had their time and were
selected for extinction. The thing is, fossils only
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

show those that died. . . Dinosaurs still walk
among us, hidden in human form, bidding their
time until they're able to reveal who they are.
Humans are always placed at the top of the food
chain. Nothing could be further from the truth. .
.The next matriarch has been chosen. . .Sage has
never wanted anything other than the freedom
to live her own life, but when she is chosen as
the next Matriarch of her people, everything
changes. Sent on a journey to pass the tests of
her ancestors, Sage must find her place in this
world even though she doesn't know if she
believes in the very spirits who chose her for the
position. As if her life isn't complicated enough,
she finds herself on the run with a pack of raptor
shifters. Sage's newfound allies are dangerous
predators but the attraction she feels to them is
undeniable. With a new threat to the peninsula,
Sage has her work cut out for her. No one said
being the Matriarch would be easy. Can she
make it back to her people with her body--and
her heart--intact? Can she stop the traders who
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threaten her very way of life? With Kishil, Talon,
and Elu at her side, maybe she can . . . *This is a
reverse harem #whychoose romance set in the
dinoverse. Due to steamy dinoshifters this story
is not suitable for anyone under 18. *M/M
content *The heroine has multiple love interests
and does not have to choose.
How to Flirt with a Naked Werewolf - Molly
Harper 2011-02-22
Northern Exposure Even in Grundy, Alaska, it’s
unusual to find a naked guy with a bear trap
clamped to his ankle on your porch. But when
said guy turns into a wolf, recent southern
transplant Mo Wenstein has no difficulty
identifying the problem. Her surly neighbor
Cooper Graham—who has been openly critical of
Mo’s ability to adapt to life in Alaska—has
trouble of his own. Werewolf trouble. For
Cooper, an Alpha in self-imposed exile from his
dysfunctional pack, it’s love at first sniff when it
comes to Mo. But Cooper has an even more
pressing concern on his mind. Several people
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

around Grundy have been the victims of wolf
attacks, and since Cooper has no memory of
what he gets up to while in werewolf form, he’s
worried that he might be the violent canine in
question. If a wolf cries wolf, it makes sense to
listen, yet Mo is convinced that Cooper is not the
culprit. Except if he’s not responsible, then who
is? And when a werewolf falls head over
haunches in love with you, what are you
supposed to do anyway? The rules of dating just
got a whole lot more complicated. . . .
Wings of Ice and Fire Collection - G. Bailey
2019-02-05
Four Dragon Guards. Three Curses. Two Heirs.
One Choice...Forbidden love or the throne of the
dragons? Isola Dragice thought she knew what
her future would bring. Only, one earthshattering moment destroys everything.When
war threatens her home, Isola returns from
earth to the world of dragons she knows nothing
about, and to Dragca Academy. When the four
most powerful dragon guards in history are
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ordered to protect her, they didn't expect to be
protecting an accident prone princess. One who,
accidentally, nearly kills her whole class at
Dragca Academy in her first week. What
happens when fire falls for Ice? Books one to five
in the Protected by Dragons series (RH & 18+)Wings of Ice (Book One)Wings of Fire (Book
Two)Wings of Spirit (Book Three)Wings of Fate
(Book Four)Wings of Dragca (Book
Five)Including exclusive to the collection bonus
scenes.
The Ghost and the Graveyard - Genevieve Jack
2012-09
Left destitute by her unscrupulous ex-boyfriend,
Grateful Knight accepts her father's offer of a
rent-free house despite the fact that a
graveyeard touches the home's back door. But
the gorgeous cemetary caretaker, Rick, is set on
helping her feel at home, and she can't keep her
hands off him. And then a sexy ghost with a dark
secret enters the home. Can she solve the
mystery of the ghost and decide whether to give
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

her love to Rick or to the ghost?
A Demon's Horns - Marie Mistry 2019-11-27
"It is our pleasure to inform you that you have
been granted a place at Vice College for Young
Demons... It is our duty to remind all students
that your attendance is government mandated
and enforced."Vice College for Young Demons;
It's beautiful, elitist and filled to the brim with
other demons Lilith's age. All of them are stuck
there waiting for the ten seconds of agony,
called the Showing, that will sort them into one
of the seven castes. And they're all praying that
they aren't one of the unlucky few destined to be
one of the powerless Unshown.But when Lilith's
Showing happens, the crystal that appears on
her body marks her as a degenerate Lust demon.
And the icing on the cake? She grows
horns.Demons don't grow horns. It's supposed to
just be a myth. But Lilith has, and in doing so
she's caught the eye of some powerful people
who want her dead. Fortunately, she's also got
the attention of the Strange God, the demonic
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deity, and he's decided to appoint seven men to
protect her... If she can find them first...This is
an 18+ Reverse Harem Novel, Book 1 of 4 in the
Vice College for Young Demons series.
Dragon Eye - Stephany Wallace 2020-11-13
Dragons are real... and I'm connected to them by
blood. I'm Braxton Storm, and I know nothing
about my father's past. With him gone, a frail
mom, and a weird disease attacking my body, my
life hasn't exactly been easy. Still, I'm just
another guy dealt a bad hand, right? Normal.
Except, Dragons invade my dreams with such
vivid detail, it feels like I'm one of them. When a
gorgeous yet strange girl appears in my coffee
shop, I'm strongly drawn to her, but a girlfriend
is the last thing I need. As I struggle to keep my
illness at bay, I am thrown into full-blown visions
of a world that's not my own... and a daunting
man in a demon mask. What the hell is
happening to me? Being a Skyborne doesn't
come without a cost, and my family has paid
greatly. I, Princess Evanna, am the only one left
wings-of-ice-a-reverse-harem-paranormal-romance-protected-by-dragons-1

to protect my people from the evil threatening to
destroy us. Fulfilling my aunt's last wish, I travel
to the human realm in search of the Harbinger
of Justice-our only hope. Instead, I stumble upon
a guy, sexy as sin, whose smile shakes me to my
core. I'm drawn to Braxton as fiercely as he is to
me, but helping him means exposing my
Dragons and my true identity to the humans...
Not helping him, will mean his death. Soon, we
discover our destinies are entwined by a bigger
force-one that cannot be stopped-and Braxton
and I might be the key to keeping each other's
worlds from crumbling to pieces. **Rise of the
Dragon Master is a Young Adult/New Adult
Crossover filled with mystery, emotion, witty
humor, sexy romance, mischievous dragons and
their fearless riders who will capture you and
drag you into a new adventure! Percy Jackson
meets a grown up version of How to Train your
Dragon. *This series is recommended for readers
16 and older due to a sweet, but sexy as sin
Barista and a headstrong princess. It may
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contain some sexual situations and language.*
Finding My Pack - Lane Whitt 2016-02-25
Book one in the My Pack series Abandoned as a
baby and forced to grow up way too fast, Kitten
has learned to live and survive by her own
unique code. When Kitten is at her lowest point
and thinks she can't carry on, she meets an
extraordinary group of men who welcome her
into their home and their hearts, showing her
more kindness than she has ever known. What
will happen when she finds out the secrets they
keep? They may be more connected than they all
thought when secrets about Kitten begin to
surface as well. This is a reverse-harem book.
(One girl, multiple guys)
The Book of Lies - Aleister Crowley 2018-01-23
Aleister Crowley s The Book of Lies is an
important and complex work of occultism.
Deciphering its many layers of hidden meaning
requires a little patience and more than a
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beginner s knowledge of Thelema. For those
interested in passing beyond the initiate stage,
the reward offered by a deeper understanding of
this challenging text is well worth the effort.
This new 2018 edition of The Book of Lies from
Kismet Publishing restores all of Crowley s
original text, including the important keys, sigils
and diagrams often omitted from reprints.
Winter's Promise - G. Bailey 2017-09-13
War is coming. The prophecy is coming
true.When the world is close to falling and all
those she loves are in danger, what can Winter
do to save everyone?Winter finally has the
answers to who she is but everything else in her
life is in question as she is thrown into the world
of witches.How much of her past can control her
future?Can Winter make the decisions she needs
to save the future? Follow Winter in the third
installment in Her Guardian series.**Reverse
harem series**18+
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